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Abstract:  One of the primary challenges facing in the online Pdf to Excel convertor is managing and processing the huge 

documents across internal and external server and the security related concerns because of the third-party portals, still in many 

organizations still often rely on humans to perform manual work to process the information. 

Finally, there is a solution that automates Virtual and manual, repetitive, task that needs to Content to ensure it is accessed and 

acted on as part of critical convertor processes. A new tool made up in helping the convertor task easier without any complex 

coding. 

Gone are the days when Organizations were reliant on physical books of records or with the manual entry where conversion will 

not gone be easy when we want to convert bulk of files without any error. 

 

Index Terms – PDF Documents, Convertor 

I. INTRODUCTION  

For accurate data entry from PDF file into various sources like text, word, excel, image, html, handwritten documents, online 

database, web data, etc. Professional data entry operators are hired at Om Data Entry India for most reliable and top class quality 

results. We promise to deliver supreme accuracy and fast turnaround time. 

There are various features of our PDF to excel data entry services provided to your company, outsource PDF to excel data entry 

services to Om Data Entry India for converting your accounts, payrolls, balance sheets, customer records or any other data in Excel 

file formats. Save on budget, resources and time by outsourcing PDF to excel data entry services at our company based in India. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM: 

In the Existing System where community had an increasing client base and struggled to maintain a supportive operational 

infrastructure. Of course, it was essential to keep up the same standard of conversion. The Organization faced numerous labor-

intensive challenges many of which stemmed from inefficient on the manual labor of employees. In the current existing online 

convertor, which just capture the image and it will store it into and excel sheet but we cannot edit those things since those are 

images and they are not efficient .Many Organization providers suffer financially due to such inefficient or misspelled words. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 The PDF file is browsed by the user 

 It is uploaded into the server. 

 The text is extracted based on the rules. 

 The data is then inserted into DB and the output file is created. 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

 

This tool can provide a tremendous opportunity for many organizations where they can clearly pre-define the rules based on the 
rule the text is been extracted from the PDF and the process is efficient .Cost –savings and improved experience –Likely leading to 

better outcomes for all 
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V. POC SOLUTION 

                                 
• The PDF file is browsed by the user 

• It is uploaded into the server. 

• The text is extracted based on the rules. 

• The data is then inserted into DB and the output file is created 

• IDE used is NET Beans 7.4 

• The server used to host is Glass Fish 4.0 

• JAVA EE 7, JDK 1.7.0 are the JAVA packages 

• MYSQL 5.7 is the database used 

 

2 SAMPLE PDF 
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2.1 Approach 

 

 

 

                                    
 

This process is carry into 4 steps  

 

1 .The input folders would be pre-configured and the files placed in them.  

2. The application would process the individual files against the defined rules and move the files into a separate file location . 

3. The extracted data would be inserted into DB 

4. The data would then be fetched from the DB and inserted in to a spreadsheet  

 

2.2 Advantages  

 Accelerated time to value 

 Reduced human errors 

 Decreased costs 

2.3 Scanned/Image based PDF 

• Text extraction from scanned/Image based PDF can be performed by OCR tools which are at most 90% accurate 

• There are no tools available to verify whether the text extraction is accurate  
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2.4 TOOL: OCR  

 

                                            

CONCLUSION: 

 

The automation of manual task is an important strategy for performance improvements as the industry works to cut costs and 

improve efficiency 

This tool can provide a tremendous opportunity for many organizations where they can clearly pre-define the rules based on the 

rule the text is been extracted from the pdf and the process is efficient, Cost savings and improved experience -Likely leading to 

better outcomes for all. 
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